
Brighton World Radio Show (BHCR) 
 
→ You are a singer songwriter, musician, band leader based in Brighton…  
 
CG - Yeah I have a little studio now, where is where I recorded my EP, I recorded my band, 
mixed it and mastered it.. 
 
→ Wow! Have you been to a music College?  
 
CG - I studied music at College, alongside philosophy which is how I got into Brighton Uni 
to study Philosophy and Politics.  
 
→ What areas did you study during your music performance studies? Which instrument did 
you focus on? 
 
CG - Singing, but I didn’t really like the concept of choosing one instrument and that's it. I 
wanted to play guitar, piano and I was learning violin at the time as well, so I wanted to 
perform singing and playing instruments. But in all of the performance exams you were only 
allowed to choose 1 thing. But I understood that this was because the exam results had to fit 
with the marking scheme… How are you going to mark students equally if one person is 
playing three instruments and another is playing one. It wasn’t a contest for how many 
different things you can play but how well you can play one.  
 
→ Your music is quite blue and the EP is called A Journey To Blue, how would you describe 
it? 
 
CG Yeah, I would describe it as blue too, I like linking the colour blue to the idea that the 
music is relaxed and calm…  
 
→ What do you mean by The Journey To Blue? Have you come from another genre? 
 
CG I guess it’s not describing a journey of change in genre, but more so arriving at a 
destination that I’d been heading towards for as long as I can remember. I’ve always had 
quite a strong, soulful voice and when I was a young teenager I found the blues at an open 
mic and never looked back! Each song in the EP describes a step in motion of my 
overcoming of bad habits and learning to love yourself and another. The introduction is 
about knowing yourself, Space Cake is about learning to express yourself, Mr Boss man is 
about saying f* you at the right time and the last track, Baby Blue, is about falling in love.  
 
→ So you write the songs, sing them, teach your band and then record and release them all by 
yourself? Do you enjoy this process, or is it because you can’t bear the thought of someone 
messing with your music? 
 
CG haha, I do really enjoy the whole process and obviously it happens over a period of time - 
I actually wrote these songs years ago. I like recording my own music because there's no 
time limit or pressure to get something right straight away, you can just get lost in it. And 



luckily when I can’t sleep I can just go downstairs and play piano in my dressing gown. So 
it’s a fun process.  
 
→ What instruments are you playing on the EP? 
 
CG piano, guitar, bass and singing.  
 
→ What do you want from your music, where do you see it going in the future? 
 
CG It’s just my life and my passion and I want to be able to perform for the rest of my life. I 
also really love writing music for film, I love the emotional journey of that. You see the 
footage and you think ‘how does that make me feel?’ You have the freedom to weave music 
into a storyline and inspire the watcher to feel more passionately about the characters 
experience.  
 
………….. Listen to the rest here 
https://www.mixcloud.com/BrightonWorldRadioShow/brighton-world-radio-show-with-dona
ld-shier-15th-may-2019/ 
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